
INDIAN INSTITUTE OF TECHNOLOGY, KHARAGPUR 

DEPARTMENT OF CHEMISTRY 

Autumn 2008 End-Semester Examination Time: 3 hours No. of Students: 700 

Subject No.: CY11001 Subject Name: Chemistry Full Marks: 50 

(Please read all the instructions given below before answering the questions) 

(This question paper contains 4 pages, including this page) 

1. Use TWO Separate Answer Scripts for PART-A & PART-B. 

2. WRITE your NAME, ROLL NO. & SECTION in BOTH the Answer Scripts. 

3. SUBMIT the Answer Scripts of PART-A and PART-B SEPARATELY to. the 

INVIGILATOR on completion of the Examination. 

4. All answers SHOULD BE WRITTEN SERIALLY. OTHERWISE they WI~L 

NOT be checked. 

5. This Question Paper has TWO parts (PART -A & PART -B). Check that you 
have both the parts. Answer all questions 

Data required for Part A: 
Speed of light= 2.997 x 108 ms-1

; Elementary charge= 1.602 x 10-19 C; 
h = 6.626 x 10-34 J s; R = 8.314 JK-1 mor1

; mass of electron: 9.10939 x 10-31 kg; 
Atomic mass of He: 4.00; Atomic Number ofTi: 22, Fe: 26, Co: 27. 
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Part A - Inorganic (Answer in separate script and label as PART A) 

1. (a) Calculate the E0 value for the reduction ofHClO to cr in aqueous acidic solution 

Cl04-~ Cl03-~ HC102 ~HClO~ Cl2 +1.
36 cr 

+7 +5 +3 +I 0 -1 

using the Latimer diagram. 

{b) Draw Frost diagram form the given Latimar diagram (acidic· medium). 

+0.70 +1.76. 

02 ., H202 H20 

(c) Calculate the de Broglie wavelength of a He atom travelling at I 000 m s -I. 

(d) The work function of certain metal is 3.44 x I o-18 J. The absorption of a photon of 

unknown wavelength ionizes ejects electrons with velocity I.03 x I 06 m s-1
• What is 

the wavelength of the incident radiation? 2+2+2+2=8 

2. (a) "The experimental dissociation energy ofN2 is 945 kJ mor1
, whereas that ofN/ 

is 842 kJ mor1
."- Explain the difference in terms of MOT. 

(c) Which of the molecules 0 2, N2, B2, Lh would you expect to be stabilized by (i) 

the addition of an electron to form A2-, (ii) the removal of electron to form A2 +? 

2+2+2=6 

3. (a) Arrange the following in increasing order of Ao value: [Fe(CN)6f, [Fe(H20)6]3+, 

[Fe(NHJ)6]3+, [FeF6]3-, [FeBr6]3-. 

(b) The optical spectrum of [Ti(H20)6]
3+ shows the absorption maximum at 492 nm. 

Calculate the energy gap Ao. 

(c) Find out the CFSE and calculate the expected magnetic moment for Co3+ in strong 

and weak octahedral field. Assume pairing energy to be P and crystal field 

splitting energy to be Ao 2+2+2=6 

4. (a) "CO is an acid ligand."- Explain. 

(b) "CO stabilizes metal in low formal oxidation states.~· ..::...; ·Explain. 

(c) Explain the observed difference in equilibrium constants of the following two 
equlibria (i) [Cu (H20)6f+ +en = [Cu(H20)4(en)]2+ + 2H20.log K1 = 10.6 
(ii) [Cu (H20)6f+ + 2NH3 [Cu(H20)4(NH3)2]2+ + 2H20.log f32 = 5.0 

2+I+2=5 
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Part B - Organic 

Instructions: Answer all questions. Write your answers in a separate answer sheet. 

1. Whether the following compounds will be chiraVachiral or exist as a racemic 
mixture (No explanation is required)? [lx5] 

Me 0 0 liD vg I co Et 
A B N 

c DH CF::A 
C02H 

N, 
CF3 F 

HO 0 

D 
E 

2. Write down the absolute configurations for the following molecules. [lx5] 
~2 

HS ' ~COH 
2 

1 
~ 

2 SH 
3 OH 

.. .. OH 

4 5 

3. Predict with concise explanation (one sentence) whether the following substrates 
will react under SN1

, SN2 or both conditions? [2x5] 

A 

~Br 
u 

B 

~Cl 
NC~ 

c 

)=vsr 
D E 

4. Draw the structures of most stable conformers for the given molecules? [2x5] 

a) Meso-2,3-butane-diol; b) cis-1 ,4-ditertbutyl cyclohexane; 
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c) 

·' 
,,OH 

d) cis-1-tertbutyl-2-methyl cyclohexane, e) trans-l-tertbutyl-3-methyl 
cyclohexane 

5. With the help of conformational analysis predict the reactivity of 2-bromo-4-
phenyl-cyclohexanol with AgzO and NaOH. Predict the structures of the product 
in each case with explanation? [6] 

6. Predict the stereochemistry of the final product with proper reasoning? 

OH-

(R) 

E:s:;_t Et HO 
OH 

Me H 

[4] 
7. How do you carry out the following transformation? Explain your answer with 

proper mechanism. [5] 
OH QH 

if v 
8. Only one of the diastereomeric bromolactone shown here undergoes elimination 

reaction to yield the alkene A. Idenitizy the bromolactone and explain your 
answer in terms of conformational analysis. [5] 

~o Bho , .. u and 
Br'' Br 

Base 

A 
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